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Common Core Discussion: 
2nd Meeting Summary 

Syosset Central School District, South Woods Library - 11/18/14 
  
 

In attendance: 

District Staff: 
Theresa Berke  Assistant Principal South Woods Middle 
Bridget Perlmutter Kindergarten Tchr. South Grove Elementary 
Christian Harrigan Admin. Asst.  HBT Middle 
Tracy Capece  6th Gr. ELA/Soc. Studies Inclusion Tchr. (SWM)  
Marie Vasco  5th Grade  South Grove Elementary 
Michelle Burget Principal  South Woods Middle 
Philip Kaiser  6th Grade Math HBT Middle 
Samantha Gordon 12th Grade English Syosset High School 
Theresa Scrocco Principal  South Grove Elementary 
Dolly Kranz  Coordinator of Testing, Planning, and Admin. 
Dr. Jeff Streitman Deputy Superintendent 
Dr. Tom Rogers Superintendent 

Building/SEPTA representatives: 
Randi Fogel   Baylis Elementary   
David Locker   Berry Hill Elementary 
Sandra Arroyo  Robbins Lane Elementary 
Mehtab Alladin  South Grove Elementary 
Pam Ginex   Village Elementary 
Lauren Miller   Walt Whitman Elementary 
Jeanine Celec   AP Willits Elementary 
Trish Sergi   South Woods Middle School 
Minfeng Lin   HBT Middle School 
Lisa Appel   Syosset High School   
Liza Rosen  SEPTA  

Genesis of the Discussion  
In May 2014, the Syosset Board of Education directed the district 
administration to create an opportunity for parents and district staff 
to explore and discuss the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) 
and how Syosset in particular was adapting to them. 
 
Three broad topics would be addressed by a staff presentation at a 
Board of Education meeting, followed by a discussion with the 
building representatives on a subsequent night: 
 
October Curriculum Changes 
November Assessment Issues 
December Other State Reforms (i.e. Teacher Evaluation) 
 
 

Opening Presentation 
Dr. Rogers opened the meeting by reviewing the summary of the first 
committee meeting on “Curriculum Changes” and of the PowerPoint 
presentation on “Assessment Issues” that had been shown at the 
board meeting the previous evening. 
 
Members of the committee and audience were introduced to one 
another, and were invited to offer reactions to the presentations as 
well as raise issues from their own experience.  
 
A summary of the PowerPoint presentation and of the ensuing 
discussion follows: 
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Point 1: Not all assessments are formal tests. 

 
While the terms “assessment” and “test” are often used 
interchangeably, tests are actually a subset of assessments. In 
educational jargon, an assessment is an evaluation of how well 
material or skills being taught are also being learned. “Formative 
assessments” can be quick and informal – a pause to check for 
understanding before moving on – while “summative assessments” 
are generally more formal and given at milestone occasions to ensure 
a body of knowledge has been acquired. 
 
The District has been engaged in an ongoing professional 
development activity with teachers and principals around improving 
our repertoire and use of formative assessments – to take better 
snapshots of students’ progress, and to also informally group and 
regroup them based on their pace of understanding any particular 
topic.  
 

Point 2: Various types of assessments have different uses. 

 
State assessments are like summative assessments in that they are 
intended to capture a year’s worth of learning; but in grades 3-8, they 
are not true summative assessments because they occur in April and 
May – well before the end of the school year.  
 
In high school, the Regents exams are end-of-course exams, but are in 
transition from the curriculum aligned to the 2005 NYS Standards to 
the new Common Core in English and math. As a “safety net,” the 
state has provided the option of taking both the old and new Regents 
tests and counting the higher result. However, this means students 
are taking summative tests that are not exactly aligned with the 
classroom curriculum. For example, about 4/5ths of the topics covered 
in Integrated Algebra (old course) are covered in Common Core 
Algebra. 
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Point 3: The state changed the way it scores grades 3-8 tests. 

 
In 2012, the State changed its grading scale for the grade 3-8 tests in 
English and math. As a result, it became more difficult to achieve a 
“passing” grade of Level 3. This was done to: 

 align a grade in Level 2 with the likelihood of being on track to 
achieve a passing grade of 65+ on the corresponding Regents 
exam in high school (this will be the passing grade for every 
class through the Class of 2021); 

 align a grade in Level 3 with the likelihood of being on track to 
achieve a passing grade at the “College/Career-Ready” cut 
score – 74 (math) or 79 (ELA) on the corresponding Regents 
exam in high school (this will be the new passing grade for the 
Class of 2022).  

 
The State requires schools to provide additional help called AIS 
(Academic Intervention Services) to any student scoring Level 1 (and 
thus not on track to graduate at either score) or in low Level 2 (in 
danger of falling into Level 1). 

Point 4: Testing time for state tests has increased significantly. 

 
The State Education Department frequently points out that the 
number of tests required for students in grades 3-8 has remained 
unchanged as a result of Common Core.i ELA and math tests in grades 
3-8, and science tests in grades 4 and 8 mandated by the No Child Left 
Behind Act (NCLB) of 2002. In addition, SED points out that the 
number of minutes of testing decreased from 2012 to 2013ii.  
 
However, it is worth pointing out that the number of minutes 
required to take each of these assessments increased dramatically in 
2012 – by as much as 75%. In light of the fact that students with 
disabilities are often accorded testing accommodations of up to twice 
as much time to complete the assessments, in 2014, they may have 
experienced nearly four times as much testing time as a student 
without accommodations experienced in 2011. 
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Point 5: New test questions require more complex thinking skills. 

 
One of the goals of the CCLS is to test students’ grasp of higher order 
thinking skills. Rather than asking a student to simply choose a 
synonym for a metaphor or pick the best character summary, many 
CCLS questions require written responses, constructed as arguments 
supported by evidence from the story. These tasks require students 
to write, reread the article, and pick out details relevant to the 
question. However, they can require considerably more time to 
complete, can be more ambiguous, and require unnaturally paging 
back and forth through the text. 
 
Thus the new assessments pose both an opportunity and a challenge: 
they may better measure more meaningful skills, but that cannot be 
done without more writing, which in turn cannot be done without 
more time.  

Point 6: Math problems are word-based and more complex. 

 
A similar pattern emerges with math questions as well in that 
successful completion of the task may require multiple operations.  
 
In the example above, the old question asks students to add two like 
fractions (1/3 + 1/3 = 2/3). The CCLS question asks students to 
convert fractions to common denominators, use both addition and 
subtraction, and have the insight that the whole fence = 1.  
 
In the old question it is helpful, but not essential, to know that the 
filling and the crumb are part of the pie since the question explicitly 
asks the student to add them together. However, the structure of the 
CCLS question assumes the student understands the concepts of a 
yard and a fence, and isn’t distracted wondering about openings in 
the fence like gates. 

Grade	5	Common	Core	Math	

19	

Comparing Questions 
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Point 7: The 12-year CCLS roll-out has had immediate impact. 

 
The State has defended its rollout of the Common Core by observing 
that the transition will take – in all – 12 years. However, as a practical 
matter, the implementation timeline has been much shorter. Students 
in the class of 2017 must take the CCLS Algebra Regents exam, 
meaning that they are taking it for the first time in 2014. Students 
were given the option of taking the test in 2013, so preparation for 
assembling the 2012-13 course curriculum began in early 2012. CCLS 
grade 3-8 assessments were also given at the end of the 2012-13 
school year in all grades, requiring a similarly accelerated curriculum 
development timeline. 

Point 8: Syosset’s Class of 2018 will be the first to take CCLS Algebra.  

 
In the chart above, the diagonal arrows represent a single cohort of 
students. For example, the Class of 2017 will be in 8th grade during 
the June 2013 Regents exam period. 
 
Because Syosset accelerates students in math (meaning they take 
Regents Algebra in 8th grade rather than 9th grade), our Class of 2017 
(this year’s 10th graders) will not have to take any CCLS math exam in 
order to graduate. Our Class of 2018, however, will have to pass at 
least one.  
 
Since each of the exams will be implemented in succession, students 
in the Class of 2018 will face the challenge of each of the new math 
tests in succession. However, their instruction should be aligned 
through the entire sequence. The State has attempted to mitigate 
some of this impact by allowing these students to take both the “old” 
and “new” exams and use only the higher of the two scores for 
transcript purposes. 
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Point 9: Syosset’s Class of 2017 will take CCLS English Regents in 2016. 

 
Although the CCLS-aligned English Regents exam has been offered 
starting in June 2014, Syosset will not administer it until the spring of 
2016. While this will be after the period during which students could 
take both exams (old and new) and choose the higher of the two 
scores for transcript purposes, it has the advantage of a coherent 
curriculum from 9th–11th grade tailored exclusively to culminate with 
the CCLS-aligned exam. 
 
In addition, since all Regents exams are made publicly available after 
administration, we will have been able to review several (January 
2014, June 2014, August 2014, January 2015, June 2015, and August 
2015) administrations of the test in order to ensure our instruction 
has adequately prepared our students. 
 

Point 10: Mastery drop in Algebra due in part to curriculum gaps 

 
In 2014, students were permitted to take both the current Integrated 
Algebra exam and the CCLS Algebra Regents and use the higher of the 
two scores. This allows us to compare Syosset students’ results on the 
old algebra assessment and the new CCLS assessment.  
 
The passing rates are essentially identical (97-98%). The percentage 
of students scoring 75+ dropped somewhat, while the number of 
students scoring 85+ dropped significantly. This was due in part to 
where the State set the “cut scores” – requiring more correct answers 
to get the higher scores.  
 
It was also due to the fact that the topics covered by the two sets of 
standards only overlapped by about 80%, and while our instruction 
was aligned toward the CCLS, the new exam had not yet been shared. 
(In addition, the CCLS exam was given several weeks earlier in June). 
So, as our curriculum changes to cover more completely the CCLS 
exam topics, these mastery rates should rise accordingly. 
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Point 11: States joined one of two national CCLS testing consortia.  

 
No conversation about assessments would be complete without 
talking about what the future may hold. The federal government 
funded two testing consortia with the mission of creating CCLS-
aligned exams for every grade. Most states signed on to one 
consortium or the other. NYS was part of PARCC and was in fact one 
of the leaders of the consortium. 
 
More information about PARCC and Smarter Balanced can be found 
here: 
http://www.parcconline.org/ 
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/  
 

Point 12: Many states (like NY) have been backing away from them.  

 
As of 2014, the landscape has shifted significantly. Many of the PARCC 
states (including notably New York) have dropped out of the 
consortium, or have deferred PARCC – instead choosing to continue 
giving locally-developed assessments.  
 
Although PARCC field testing has been conducted in New York, at the 
November 2014 meeting of the State Board of Regents, the future of 
PARCC in NY remained uncertain. 
 
In December 2014, the State Education Department offered school 
districts an incentive for offering PARCC field tests: exemption from 
the field testing requirement for other tests.iii The tests would be 
conducted on-line which might pose logistical challenges, but the 
District is exploring whether some instructional time could be 
recovered by changing which exam we field test. 

http://www.parcconline.org/
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/
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Point 13: PISA is often used as an international benchmark.  

 
Earlier this fall, Newsday reported on a number of Nassau districts 
that administered PISA assessments to their students.iv PISA is a 
global test of 15-year-olds that is not a summative assessment 
matched to any one curriculum, rather it is a test of how well 
students can read and apply what they know to solve an unfamiliar 
type of problem.  
 
Feedback from the assessment is quite detailed and can benchmark 
the student body against high performing countries abroad, and can 
offer insight into students’ strengths and weaknesses as problem 
solvers. 

Summary of the Discussion 
As with the first meeting, after introductions of committee members, 
audience members and board members in attendance, a discussion 
ensued for the next two hours with Dr. Rogers serving as moderator. 
Periodically, the discussion would be summarized to ensure the 
summary was not missing any elements of the conversation.  
 
From that conversation, a number of broad themes emerged. Some of 
those themes relate to the state assessment program itself, others to 
how the District has adjusted instruction in light of the assessments.  
 
This section summarizes that discussion, while the following section 
gleans possible action steps from that discussion that the committee 
suggests might be considered. 
 

Difficulty of the New Assessments 
There was an extensive discussion about the length and complexity of 
the assessments – both from grades 3-8 and the new Regents exams.  
 
At the elementary and middle school levels, questions were raised 
about the length of the test – that its measurement of learning may 
have been obscured by students’ varying levels of stamina; that the 
stamina demand was even greater on students with disabilities due 
to the extra testing time they are afforded; and that the assessments 
require a significantly longer attention span than a typical lesson as 
our day is currently structured. 
 
Similarly concerns were raised about the level of difficulty of 
assessment items. District staff observed some students’ frustration, 
both in students in their classrooms and children in their own 
families. Not only were the questions themselves difficult, but the 
level of language required to do the math operations was significantly 
more challenging than in the old exams. 
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Points Raised by the District  
There was consensus about the increased difficulty of the tests. Some 
skills are new, or are now more heavily emphasized. There was less 
consensus about whether some of these expectations were out of 
reach.  
 
One skill receiving much more emphasis requires students to refer to 
detail from a text. While it is assessed in ELA, it does appear 
elsewhere in the curriculum – students compare and contrast 
painters or measures of music, science experiments reference and 
build on prior experiments. Thus it is an important skill and not an 
isolate. Similarly, re-reading and close reading are getting additional 
emphasis, but they assist with attacking challenging problems across 
the curriculum – a difficult social studies text, etc. 
 
To help develop these skills without “skilling and drilling,” we’ve used 
strategies such as embedding more literacy instruction in other 
classes, changing questioning structure, using “I can” statements, 
developing student portfolios over time, asking students to “read like 
a detective, write like a reporter,” and library lessons on finding main 
idea.  
 

“Test Prep” 
This in turn led to a discussion of whether the district has responded 
to this increased difficulty by incorporating more “test prep” 
activities into classrooms now. Parents questioned some of the 
activities that their children were experiencing. 

Points Raised by the District  
District staff noted that the instruction has, unsurprisingly, gone 
through an evolution in response to the curriculum shifts and that the 
evolution continues as we refine what works and reform what 
doesn’t. In the second year of CCLS instruction it seems like the initial 
activities that appeared more like direct test preparation had been 
replaced with more targeted instruction.  
 

However, some of these refinements require explanation. We are 
trying to make some formative assessments look more like the new 
CCLS-type questions – in order to be a better gauge of whether 
students are well-prepared, and in order to ensure that the test is not 
the first time children encounter such questions. In addition, when 
the assessments were more of an unknown, there was a pressure to 
cover all the standards with equal intensity, driving the pace. Now we 
are starting to identify priority standards and differentiate 
instructional emphases. We do still help students decide how to be 
more strategic test takers – how to attack questions, how to manage 
their time, etc. 
 
Given the length of the tests, one challenge that remains is how to 
build stamina without simply making children take long mock tests. 
While it is not encouraged by the district, it is certainly conceivable 
that in the days just prior to the assessments, preparatory activities 
are taking place. However, our data shows that the best gauge of a 
student’s success on ELA will be their reading level – a skill that is 
built over months, not through “test prep.” 
 

Communication 
As with the previous meeting, there was a discussion about how 
helpful it was to have the District’s rationale for some of these 
instructional decisions explained in detail. Yet this committee was 
not an appropriate means of communicating effectively with the 
parent population at large. Similarly, while the District is focused on 
harmonizing the instructional changes district-wide, parents are 
generally most concerned with their own child’s classroom or 
building.  
 
In the absence of other communication, parents discover what their 
student is learning through the tests they bring home. If the first 
conference is months into the year, is it too late to involve parents to 
help? One parent showed an example of a one-page weekly teacher 
communication as an illustration of what she found helpful.  
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One parent observed: “We didn’t learn this way. That doesn’t make it 
wrong, but we need help.”  

Points Raised by the District  
One principal observed that while much effort is made to share this 
information at PTA meetings, it is often a struggle to use the meetings 
as a broad communication venue given that the attendance is often a 
subset of the parents, and drops off during the year. This is clearly an 
area where we can do more – and yet likely never do “enough.” 
 

Fear/Stress  
The issue of fear came up several times and in different contexts as a 
powerful, but negative emotion that has been associated with the 
tests themselves. One parent observed that, “students are more 
stressed now. They’re becoming compulsive about getting every 
detail correct on homework.” Another noted: “The stress an 11th 
grader experiences should differ from what a 3rd grader experiences.” 
 
That led to a discussion about why students perceived these 
assessments differently from the ones they faced in the past. While 
we explicitly attempt to shield them from the stress, subtle messages 
abound. There was a consensus that these messages most likely 
originate with adults, and speculation about why that would be. 
 
Internally, it could originate from staff concerns about evaluations 
and “APPR” scores. Teachers send out save-the-date notices for 
testing “as though they were weddings.” The amount of test-like 
activity or homework could be interpreted to signal new priorities. 
Students may realize that a low score might jeopardize other 
instructional opportunities that would compete for time if their 
scores require mandatory academic intervention (extra help). 
 
Externally, the buzz around “opting-out” may have raised the stakes 
and sustained the attention on the tests last spring. Knowing that 
fellow students opted-out might have placed additional stress on 
those who didn’t. Parent misinformation (worries that early grade 
test scores went on transcripts, for example) could be a factor too.  

Points Raised by the District  
While the speculation wasn’t intended to reach consensus, there was 
nevertheless agreement that no teacher wants a student to be 
uncomfortable or afraid. Thus it is important to ensure that there 
isn’t a communications vacuum around the assessments that could be 
filled with fear rather than reassurance, and so this remains another 
opportunity for parent communication and education. 
 

Curriculum Questions 
Although our previous discussion was centered on curriculum and 
instruction, it is impossible to discuss assessment without also 
referencing the material to which it is aligned and the conversation 
frequently turned back to the classroom. 
 
Questions were again raised about the pace of instruction and how 
much flexibility remains after accounting for the assessments. Does 
the Go Math series require a lesson a day with no flexibility? Can 
teachers linger on topics or literature students either struggle with, 
or perhaps enjoy? 

Points Raised by the District  
Even before the CCLS, there was pressure to cover topics for the 
assessment, however, the pacing calendar does have several weeks 
free. There is flexibility built into both the ELA and math curricula 
that teachers can take advantage of either for extended instruction or 
review. Teachers also review focus areas for the assessments – 
priority standards that are foundational for future topics, and are 
likely to be emphasized on the exam.  
 

CCLS “Natives” and “Newcomers” 
Another conversation carried forward from the previous meeting 
concerns the students caught in transition between the old and new 
sets of standards and curricula. They have had some of the 
instruction needed in previous grades to be ready for their current 
assessments, but they will never be as prepared as a student who has 
had seamless instruction in CCLS from the start. 
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Points Raised by the District  
The district staff noted that they felt much more comfortable with the 
curriculum this year than last, which led to the understandable 
question of whether scores on student transcripts are comparable to 
previous years when the new curriculum was less familiar. For 
example, questions were raised about whether to include Regents 
exam grades in class averages given these differences. 
 

Assessing the assessments 
Lastly, there was a discussion around whether the District took an 
active role in offering feedback to policymakers on the tests 
themselves or to publishers about the quality of their text books or 
materials.  

Points Raised by the District  
Most of the content-specific professional associations (math teachers, 
English teachers) will offer feedback on the tests through local and 
state associations. The District has informal communications 
channels to the publishers, but no textbook series is ever perfect. 
Generally we focus our attention internally, rather than externally. 
 
 

Potential Action Steps 
Like at the first meeting of the Common Core Discussion Committee, 
the issues and concerns raised can be thematically sorted into 3 
broad categories: 

 The parking lot – Issues that were beyond the immediate 
scope of the District’s ability to manage or alter, but to which 
we should remain attentive; 

 Take-aways – Ideas and opportunities for the District to 
consider in the short term to continue to refine our efforts; 

 State issues – Elements of concern that are driven by state 
policy and thus beyond the District’s ability to change directly.  

 
 

Parking Lot   
1. Length of the New Assessments  – Given the extensive 

discussion about the length of the assessments, particularly at 
the elementary and middle school levels (grades 3-8), the 
potential for the stamina demands to skew results, and the 
need to be conscious of the length while designing instruction: 
a. We should continue to monitor this issue, and consider 

what changes we might recommend; 
b. We should continue to adjust instruction accordingly. 

2. Difficulty of the New Assessments – Similarly, given the 
concerns raised about the level of difficulty:  
a. We should continue to refine curriculum alignment, 

particularly for students caught during this transition;  
b. We should continue to formatively assess students’ 

progress toward these more challenging goals. 

Take-aways 
This summarizes potential action steps the district can take in 
response to committee discussions: 

1. Communication 
a. Because most parents “didn’t learn this way,” we can help 

them better support their children.  
b. We need to ensure multiple ways to communicate 

instruction besides the tests students bring home. Some 
ideas:  

i. Weekly “newsletters” ; 
ii. FAQ on types of formative assessments in use;  

iii. Archive information available at PTA meetings. 
2. Professional Learning  

a. The District currently sponsors grade-level meetings 
district-wide, but could do more to provide opportunities 
for professional learning both from colleagues and from 
outside experts. 

3. Portfolios 
a. At one point, Syosset had an informal portfolio evaluation 

system and still uses it for 12th grade English. Parents 
expressed enthusiasm for it since it helps students see 
their own progress and learning. 
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4. Differentiation 
a. Differentiation occurs in the classroom, but the tests aren’t 

differentiated, since the standard is the same. Thus the 
preparation must arrive at the same place eventually. Can 
differentiated homework help achieve that? 

5. “Test Prep”/ teaching to the test   
a. Communicate better with parents about the District’s need 

to do formative assessments and benchmarks, as well as 
the types of assessments in use. 

b. Communicate better about activities that are designed to 
build familiarity with or stamina for new types of 
questions.  

c. Work to limit activities that are solely applicable to 
success on assessments themselves. 

6. Fear/Stress 
a. Informally review those practices that might 

unintentionally amplify the stakes of the assessment. 

State Issues 
1. The length of the assessment, particularly in the early grades.  
2. The difficulty of the assessment. 

 
 

Conclusion 
Toward the end of the meeting, one of the Committee members asked 
the Superintendent to offer an official position on the State’s Common 
Core implementation. Dr. Rogers observed that as a member of the 
superintendent profession, he partners with colleagues formally and 
informally to advocate for refinement and improvement of all aspects 
of the State’s education system.  
 
However, the District’s official position must be shaped by the Board 
which has only formally registered its position once on the matter. 
Last October (2013) the Board passed a resolution noting that the 
“Common Core standards will ultimately help students, teachers, and 
the teaching and learning process.” However, the same resolution 
went on to note that increased testing has “severely eroded student 

learning time, narrowing the curriculum” and concluded that “it is 
time for policymakers to reconsider the number, duration and 
appropriate use of standardized tests.”  
 
In the year that has passed, the issues have continued to receive 
attention and the Board has chosen to revisit the topic. Creating this 
committee, as a means of soliciting detailed input from the District’s 
parents and staff, was intended to be an important step to inform the 
Board’s discussion of the topic.  
 
Dr. Rogers pointed out that it would therefore be premature for him 
to speculate on how the Board may craft an official position of the 
district before the committee process the Board created reached its 
conclusion, and before the Board had a subsequent opportunity to 
review, evaluate and discuss the committee’s feedback.  
 

*** 
 
District staff remained after the meeting to answer any lingering 
questions and collect additional comments and suggestions.  
 
The next meeting will focus on other aspects of the State’s reform 
efforts, including how student achievement data affects teacher 
evaluations. A summary of that meeting will be available as well.  
 
 

Endnotes: 
                                                           
i https://www.engageny.org/file/96866/download/assessments-in-annual-
professional-performance-review.pdf slide 7. 
ii https://www.engageny.org/file/96866/download/assessments-in-annual-
professional-performance-review.pdf slide 10. 
iii http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/fieldtest/parccoptionsmemo.pdf  
iv http://www.newsday.com/long-island/10-li-schools-join-pisa-international-
testing-standards-1.9457000  
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